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Introduction

It has been more than three decades since the publication of Humphrey Carpenter and Mari
Prichard’s Oxford Companion to Children’s Literature. In that time almost everything about
children’s literature has undergone dramatic change. If we leave aside the obvious over-
hauling of the publishing world, the advent of the Internet, shifts in the role of children’s
writers and in particular their relationship to their readers, there’s just the sheer volume of
books today to contend with. (And with that volume comes seemingly infinite variety, too, of
course.) The number of books being published for children in the English-speaking world,
and almost everywhere else, has exploded, and their profile has, too. Children’s writers and
children’s books make the news pages—yes, I’m thinking of Harry Potter, but there are
others, too; children’s writers become celebrities (also, regrettably, the other way around);
major characters are seen as brands for massive commercial exploitation; and the quickly
expanding young adult market has spawned a generation of readers for what we now call
‘crossover’ fiction. The English-speaking world continues to be a huge exporter of writing for
children and teenagers (and a lamentably sluggish importer), with translations of English-
language writing flooding bookshops around the world, even as subtitled versions of the tie-
in films flood the local cinemas. The scale is staggering.

The world depicted in the last Companion is one in which Roald Dahl was still at the height
of his productive powers; indeed, many writers who came before him, born in the late
nineteenth century and the very early years of the twentieth, were still alive, and many
were still working. The last year to get significant coverage in the old volume was 1982—this
was the year of Dahl’s BFG, and a new Borrowers book by Mary Norton. Needless to say, the
words ‘crossover’, ‘gruffalo’, and ‘quidditch’ were nowhere to be found.

My own copy of The BFG is my single best-loved possession. It’s signed by both Dahl and
Quentin Blake, from when my dad took me (aged eight) to see the two of them talking at the
National Theatre. It was the first time I’d seen a real writer, and the first time I became aware
that there was such a thing as book publishing—until then, books either were or they weren’t,
but from that day I knew that there were new ones being made; there was a Dahl book that
wasn’t in existence yet, but was on its way, and would be finished soon and available on
such-and-such a date. (This will come as no surprise to children today.) That moment—
1982, with The BFG and my rather belated realization that new books were being produced
and published every day, the canon expanding faster than anyone could track—is essentially
the moment I pick up the baton from Humphrey and Mari and get to work on this
Companion.

The starting point for this new volume is, of course, the old one, and there’s a huge amount
of material that has been carried over. The old Companion was clever, erudite, discriminat-
ing (and unashamedly opinionated)—of course I wanted to keep as much of it as I could.
Only a very few entries from the old edition have been completely removed, so even those
writers who seemed significant in the seventies but whose time has passed retain their place
here (in 1984 the entry on G. A. Henty was 2,597 words long, compared with 425 on Dahl);
but that continuity is important, I think. Every entry has been trimmed back, however, a
sometimes agonizing process, given how tightly written and beautifully compact they were to
begin with; but a process necessary to make space for the new.

So what’s new? Well, in addition to the edited and updated versions of the old material,
there are more than 900 new headwords, with additions stretching from Douglas *Adams
(British writer, 50 words) to Lisbeth *Zwerger (Austrian illustrator, 46 words). The prize for



the most substantial newcomer, not surprisingly, goes to *Harry Potter (1,584 words). A few
new entries are plugging what seemed to me to be gaps in the pre-1983 world, but most are
contemporary—hence the large young-adult contingent represented. This book’s centre of
gravity is the UK, but the coverage of the rest of the English-speaking world has been improved
considerably, with large numbers of Anglophone writers from Australia, Canada, Ireland, New
Zealand, and the US in particular, as well as some of these countries’ notable book titles, prizes,
etc. The rest of the world has its place, too, but this is necessarily limited by the Anglocentric
perspective, so writers tend to be included where they have a significant English-language
presence, major international readerships, international prizes and not only domestic ones,
and so on. (There is greater coverage of the non-Anglophone children’s literature world in Jack
Zipes’s four-volume Encyclopedia of Children’s Literature, which is highly recommended. It’s
also the place to find scope and depth where this book has of necessity been brief.)

Decisions for what to include in a book like this will always be based on judgements, so the
book’s blind spots will be my blind spots; my prejudices will be easily discerned from my
choices, from how I’ve chosen to deploy my half-a-million words. I’ve sought to be both fair
and representative, even while knowing that the very attempt is foolhardy; this means
including books and writers I believe are exceptionally good, and whose work I believe will
survive. (Yes, I’m altogether resigned to the certainty that the next editor will laugh at me in
2049.) I’ve also included those writers whose success has itself been undoubtedly influential,
regardless of how I feel about their literary merit; even if I don’t like a book, I can’t pretend it
doesn’t exist if it has led to a whole wave of wannabe writing also about—oh, just say, for
example—vampires. There are a few relatively early-career writers and illustrators included,
where my confidence in their success is partly prospective as well as retrospective, but the
great majority are very well established; they’re acclaimed by critics and peers, or loved by
readers, or—in fortunate cases—both of these at once.

Errors in the old volume have been corrected, some of these as a result of readers helpfully
writing in. I do rather feel we ought to apologize to any correspondents who have been
waiting twenty-eight years to see these rectified. I have doubtless added many errors of my
own to this volume, but I hope this book’s electronic incarnation will allow us to respond to
corrections just a little more speedily this time around.

Half a million words might seem like a generous amount of space, but given the book’s
scope it feels barely adequate. I have a long list of fine writers and illustrators and books I
admire very much but have excluded; some have as much right to be here as some of the
inclusions, but haven’t made it in for lack of space and reasons of balance or representation.
(Frankly, I was often scrabbling around for reasons not to include people.) In many cases I
have privileged writers whose work travels internationally, with readerships that go beyond
their domestic ones—this internationalist bias will explain both inclusions and exclusions
that I suspect will surprise children’s books experts in their respective countries. This is not,
however, a dictionary of writers and illustrators, but a companion, whose aim is not to
provide comprehensive data, but to allow—to encourage—digression. ‘A companion should
be companionable,’ as Aunt March once said in a Little Women film. I’ve always liked her.
Oh, and the number of column inches of an entry is not, it should be said, a raw indicator of
importance or fame, before anyone starts counting.

And while I was talking about experts . . .The scope of this book is preposterous—literature
for young children and older children and teenagers from any period in history in the UK
and the rest of the English-speaking world and everywhere else, too—from Canadian
picture books to Irish young adult fiction to folk tales to Japanese manga; and there is a
very, very large part of the terrain in which I cannot claim great expertise, so I have benefited
enormously from the advice of those who can. In addition to those whose names appear
further below, these people made suggestions or agreed to look at lists: Rita Auerbach,
Christine Baker, Betsy Bird, Katy Derbyshire, Emma Dryden, Nikki Gamble, David Levithan,
Robin Morrow, Sally-Ann Spencer, Roger Sutton, Lisa von Drasek, Jenni Woodroffe; as well as
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the many, many others who responded to calls for help on Facebook and Twitter. (A special
last-minute thank-you toMark Burgess.) A lot of friends in the children’s books world weighed
in with help of various kinds. Emma Langley happened to be sitting next to me on a plane, so
did an impromptu edit of part of the letter ‘C’. Philippa Milnes-Smith (sitting next to me on a
bus) made valuable introductions to experts in the US. I have talked about children’s books
with Joe Marriott over many, many lovely dinners over the years we’ve been friends, and his
fingerprints will be all over this, too. AnthonyMcGowan gaveme Grimm advice at the eleventh
hour. New entries were drafted or revised by Abigail Anderson, Jon Appleton, Avgi Daferera, B.
J. Epstein, Briony Everroad, Ariel Kahn, Gillian Lathey, Hannah Love, Mary Medlicott, Lawr-
ence Schimel, Anne Siebeck, Alexandra Strick, Alan Tasker, Alex Valente, Kay Waddilove, and
Laura Watkinson, on subjects in which they were particularly expert. I owe a lot of people
lunch.

Cathie Tasker was immensely helpful for coverage of Australia and New Zealand, sharing
her considerable knowledge and her time with great generosity. Karen Williams helped me
with the difficult task of cutting down and revising some of the old material and knocking
things into shape—truly I’m not sure how I would have managed this without her. And
Leonie Flynn, Sophie Hallam, Ferelith Hordon, Susan Reuben, and Madelyn Travis went
above and beyond, helping me with first drafts of large numbers of entries—again, my
gratitude to them is immense. As well as being good and generous friends, Leonie and
Susan have for over a decade been my co-editors on the Ultimate Book Guide series, and our
conversations over that decade have informed everything I think about children’s literature.

Everyone at OUP has been a pleasure and a privilege to work with, as always. My huge
thanks to the whole editorial team, in particular my editor Joanna Harris who was a generous
source of guidance, encouragement, expertise, and almost infinite patience over these past
years. (Fortunately only ‘almost’, or the book would never have got finished at all.) Abi
Humphries Robertson coordinated the book’s production, which was an unusually compli-
cated process for many reasons (several of them my fault), and did so efficiently and with
remarkable and reassuring calm. Our copy editor Donald Watt and proofreader Penny
Trumble were more than diligent in their work transforming my chaotic manuscript docu-
ments into the finished text that you are reading now. Even as I write this, four months before
publication, Kirsty Doole and Hannah Paget have already begun the task of spreading the
word about its imminent arrival—I’m sure it couldn’t be in better hands for the next stage of
its journey. Lastly, what a delight to have a David Roberts picture on the cover! I’m a big fan of
David’s work, and thrilled he’s allowed us to use this beautiful thing on our book.

One final, and essential, thank you. When I took on this book, it was clear that I was going
to have to meet Mari Prichard, who with her late husband Humphrey Carpenter researched
and wrote the first edition, the book I was just about to start hacking about and scribbling all
over and generally messing up. I was worried that she might not be interested, might not be
keen to help. I was also worried—even more worried—that she might be too interested, too
eager to help, and even jealously protective of her and Humphrey’s very fine piece of work.
There is a perfect middle ground, however, and Mari found it—over these three and a half
years she has been helpful and generous, interested but never demanding. It has been a huge
pleasure to work with her, and a privilege to have had the opportunity to reconsider and
reshape the work she and Humphrey did thirty years ago for a book I so admire.

DANIEL HAHN
Brighton, 2014
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